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We pray in gratitude for our mothers and for all the women of theory who have
joined with you in the wonder of bringing forth new life. You who became human through a woman, grant to all mothers the courage they need to face the
uncertain future that life with children always brings.
Give them the strength to live and to be loved in return, not perfectly, but humanly.
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To the Moms Who Are ...
To the Moms who are struggling, to those filled
with incandescent joy.

To those who mothered colleagues, mentees,
neighbourhood kids, and anyone who needed it.

To the Moms who are remembering children
who have died, and pregnancies that miscarried.

To those remembering Moms no longer with us.

To the Moms who decided other parents were
the best choice for their babies, to the Moms
who adopted those kids and loved them fierce.
To those experiencing frustration or desperation
in infertility.
To those who knew they never wanted kids, and
the ways they have contributed to our shared
world.

To those moving forward from Moms who did
not show love, or hurt those they should have
cared for.
Today is a day to honour the unyielding love
and care for others we call 'Motherhood,' wherever we have found it and in whatever ways we
have found to cultivate it within ourselves.
Hannah Kardon, Pastor at Elston Avenue United Methodist
Church

Hello to all our Readers
I have been trying to come up with something
inspiring, uplifting, wise and readable to introduce you to Spirit Extra Four, but I think the limits have been reached!
Wisdom has definitely left the house, indeed I
wonder if she was ever present.
Inspiring and uplifting, well? Not really getting
there either, so as I am always telling people
you’ve got to keep laughing, I thought I would
go for some light hearted fun. Let me tell you
about my walk yesterday.
A beautiful gift of a day; sunshine, warm, heading into winter, a true gem.
Had my morning ‘cuppa’ and checked the
emails etc.
A survey on the current state, and feelings of
Australians during this time of pandemic from a
trusted entity. Always eager to help, I commenced the questionnaire. All was simple and
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straightforward for the first few questions and
then I find:
“Do you think it is fair for the future of young
Australians to be put at risk in order to save the
lives of older Australians? “
Time to walk I think. I started out into the fabulous early sunshine amongst all the beauty that
surrounds us.
Met a couple that I regularly see whilst walking
and have a little chat at the required distance.
Usual topics confined to the state of the weather
or our ability to lose weight in the crisis. Not
yesterday – How the Chinese caused all of this.
All interest in further chat departed along with
the couple when I had the temerity to “Oh so
carefully” suggest that perhaps we need to be a
little careful in disseminating the information we
are given in a daily media dependent upon the
Corona virus as not much else happening – Or
so it would seem.
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Hello to all our readers - continued
Next time it will be back to the weather, if indeed they speak.
And, so I continue on my way, photographing
the beautiful autumn colours and joyously kicking the leaves on the footpaths (only when no
one looking!)
Around a corner and there is a gentleman that I
see regularly on my walk, who likes to walk at a
safe distance and converse. He doesn’t seem
to have any sense of the fact that breathing is
enough for me whilst walking. Walking is manageable but talking as well? Enough to say my
ability to multi task does not exist when exercising.
There followed a long lecture on living in the
“nanny state”, and me saying nothing after my
previous encounter. I see a street to the right
and politely excuse my self. “Yes, I’m taking a
different route today. Just for a change”.
And, yes you guessed it – God got me!

The street I turned into was steep, but no way I
could turn back now. No side streets only up!
The street ends, with a left turn the only option,
it’s uphill too!
The next option was another STEEP hill, by
which time I was begging God to just help me
get to somewhere that would go downhill!
Every breath requiring extreme effort, and trying
to maintain an aura of someone who was totally
in control of the situation, I eventually stumbled
upon a downhill gradient.
Thanking God that I did not require the assistance of emergency services, I coasted home
feeling one blessed and happy little camper,
and immediately finished planting the bulbs so I
will have that reminder of sunshine when Winter
ends.
Happy Mothers Day to all, and please remember to, “Keep laughing”, and “Love one another!”

Pope Francis Reflects on a Mother’s Demanding Role
“A life without challenges doesn’t exist,” and
that is one reason a child needs a mother, Pope
Francis suggested in a speech this month.
Mothers fulfil a vital role by helping children
“look realistically at life’s problems,” without getting “lost in them,” the pope said. A mother
helps her children “to tackle” problems courageously and to become strong enough to overcome the problems they inevitably confront.
Of course, in this role a mother walks a fine line,
seeking a “healthy balance” for a child, Pope
Francis said. That means a mother “does not
always take the child along the safe road, because in that way the child cannot develop, but
neither does she leave the child only on the
risky path, because that is dangerous.”
A mother, said the pope, “knows how to balance

things.”
Pope Francis talked about mothers’ roles during
a May 4 visit to the Basilica of St. Mary Major,
the oldest church in the West dedicated to Jesus’ mother. May is observed in the church as a
month of Mary.
During his visit Pope Francis accented Mary’s
motherhood. In her own life, Mary “saw many
difficult moments,” he noted. And “like a good
mother she is close to us, so that we may never
lose courage before the adversities of life” and
“might feel her support in facing and overcoming the difficulties of our human and Christian
journey.”
But while Mary’s motherhood was central in the
talk Pope Francis gave, it seemed clear his observations were directed to all mothers. I found
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Pope Francis Reflects on a Mother’s Demanding Role - Continued
his comments relevant for fathers too.

Helping a Child Grow

entails helping them discover the value of commitments, according to Pope Francis. Thus, a mother
in our times not only must help children understand what freedom is, but must help them see
why it makes sense to choose to make definitive
commitments in life.

Commitment, imagination, love, hard work and
continued awareness of what actually in going on
in a child’s life: I am sure that all this and more will
be needed to achieve the parental goals outline
by the new pope in his speech on mothers.

Yet, Pope Francis stressed, people find it very
difficult in these times to make “definitive decisions!” Why? Because “temporary things seduce
us. We are victims of a trend that pushes us to the
provisional.”

A mother is concerned “above all about the health
of her children,” Pope Francis said. Thus, she
cares for them “with great and tender love.”

Commitments “that take up and concern our entire
life” should not be feared, however. For commitments lead to a fruitful life, the pope insisted.
Freedom means having “the courage to make”
decisions linked to commitments “with generosity.”

Speaking as a father, I thought the pope viewed
parental roles in noble terms. To be sure, he envisioned these roles in demanding terms.

As a mother, Mary “guards our health,” he commented. Asking what this means, the pope turned
attention to “three things.” Mary, he said:
— Helps us “grow.”
— Helps us learn “to be free.”
— Helps us “to confront life” and the “obstacles” it
presents.
Expanding on the first point, Pope Francis said
that “a mother helps her children grow up and
wants them to grow strong.” She does not want
children to pursue a frivolous life or to become
lazy, sinking “into a comfortable lifestyle” in which
they content themselves “with possessions.”
A mother thus takes care that her children grow
“capable of accepting responsibilities, of engaging
in life, of striving for great ideals,” Pope Francis
said.
Mary provides the same kind of care for us that
she provided for Jesus in Nazareth, the pope continued. That means “she helps us to grow as human beings and in the faith, to be strong and never to fall into the temptation of being human beings and Christians in a superficial way, but to live
responsibly, to strive ever higher.”
Discovering Freedom
Helping children discover the meaning of freedom
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A good mother, Pope Francis said, helps children
“to make important decisions with freedom.”
Though this “is not easy,” he said that “a mother
knows how to do it.”
Pope Francis asked not only what freedom
means, but what it does not mean. He said freedom does not mean “doing whatever you want,
allowing yourself to be dominated by the passions, to pass from one experience to another
without discernment, to follow the fashions of the
day; freedom does not mean, so to speak, throwing everything that you don’t like out the window.”
Instead, he said, “freedom is given to us so that
we know how to make good decisions in life!”
As a mother, Mary “teaches us to be, like her, capable of making definitive decisions; definitive
choices,” Pope Francis said.

Taken from “For your marriage” https://
www.foryourmarriage.org/
The website was launched in 2007 as part of the National
Pastoral Initiative for Marriage, an initiative of the United
States Conference of Catholic Bishops to communicate the
meaning and value of married life for the Church and for society.
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Iso responsible Entertainment
Carnival of the Animals by Circa
These zebras juggle and flip. These kangaroos
skip and somersault. The elephants have
rhythm and the dinosaur bones shake, clatter
and roll to the music.
Get whisked away on a thrilling circus adventure for families inspired by Camille Saint-Saëns
delightful salute to feathers, fur and fins. This
classical music suite is brought to life for a
whole new generation of circus lovers. Watch
as these incredible acrobats tumble, fly, leap
and spin their way through the many wondrous
worlds of the animal kingdom.
Available until Monday 1 June, 12pm AEST
Suitable for all ages
https://www.artscentremelbourne.com.au/
community/content-hub/together-with-you/
families/carnival-of-the-animals
FED SQUARE
Please look up this website – Everything from
educational assistance to Tai Chi and even just
to have a chat with someone about how you are
feeling! A fabulous service in these trying times
– Give it a try.
https://fedsquare.com/
CITY OF MELBOURNE – WHAT’S ON
https://whatson.melbourne.vic.gov.au/

Connecting with God in Nature – a 5 Day Online Group Retreat – led by Peter Saunder,
Iain Radvan SJ and Marg Moore RSM
Monday 18 May to Friday 22 May between
(9.30am to 10.30am)
We live in an unusual time of self isolation and
social distancing because of the COVID-19 restrictions. How can you stay connected to God
in all Creation during this time?
This online retreat via Zoom will offer you the
opportunity to stop and reflect on your connection with God in Nature during COVID-19. You
will join other kindred spirits each day for an
hour to listen, reflect, pray and share about your
experience of connection with God in Nature
during this time.
Drawing on Pope Francis’ encyclical “On Care
for Our Common Home”, during Laudato DSi
Week, we will give you some material to reflect
on during each day inviting you to connect with
Nature around you.
For a copy of the flyer, click here, and for information contact Peter Saunders
at peter.saunders@campion.asn.au or 0421
643 705.
For booking email
secretary@campion.asn.au or phone 03 9854
8110.

Would you believe …?
Two peanuts were walking down the street, and one of
them was assaulted.

This is taken from the Monty Python sketch about the
Killer Joke - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=prDoDPIpX4E (Careful!)
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Cartoons
Catholic Artists have come together to perform Be not afraid . See more here.
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https://ripplekindness.org/

Language updates, esp. for new Aussies
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World Mother Earth Day as a time to reflect
Andrew Hamilton - 17 April 2020

Like everything else in the world, dedicated
days have histories that witness to change.
World Mother Earth Day is no exception. Its
early origins lay in Earth Day. It brought together the environmental groups in the United States that grew in strength after Rachel
Carson’s seminal book, Silent Spring and
later major pollution. The movement and the
Day, held on 22nd April, focused on the delicate relationships that constituted the natural world and the need to protect and nurture
them. Its impetus echoed the Romantic celebration of the beauty of nature.
In 2010 the United Nations built on Earth Day
by instituting its own World Day on 22nd April,
calling it World Mother Earth Day. The naming
was largely an initiative of some Latin American
governments, and reflected the cultural and religious respect for Mother Earth. The image expanded the earlier focus on the natural environment as distinct from human beings by seeing
them as dependent on and nurtured by it. It
teased out the relationships that placed human
beings within the natural world.
In May 2015 Pope Francis published Laudato
Si, in which he stressed the urgent need for
conversion and action to save the environment
in the face of human-made global warming. He
later named May as a month for Catholics to
reflect and act on the message of the document. He, too, described the earth as mother.
The document both narrowed and broadened
the focus on relationships. It narrowed it by emphasising the value of each human being and
the importance of the relationships on which
their flourishing depended. It expanded the focus by considering the systemic factors — economic, governmental, cultural — that encouraged or damaged human flourishing. He
showed that environmental vandalism and the
gross inequality of the poor were correlative,
both reflecting relationships poisoned by greed
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and apathy. He concluded that the cry of the
earth and the cry of the poor were signs of a
world that needed healing. They had to be
heard and responded to together.
Over fifty years our view of the relationships involved in the concept of the environment has
broadened and deepened. The change has
partly been in response to traumatic events like
oil spills, drought, melting ice caps, bush fires
and rising sea levels.
This year the celebration of Mother Earth Day
encourages us to reflect on how the COVID-19
pandemic and our response to it has shaped
the interrelationships on the wellbeing of the
world and of human beings in it depends.
'This year Mother Earth invites us to consider
one of the smallest of her creatures.'
The lessons are many. In the first place we and
coronavirus share the same world. Its ancestors
preceded ours and its descendants will outlive
our generation. The relationships that made it
unlikely that it would mutate to affect human beings were delicate and disturbed by poverty, the
destruction of natural habitats, and global trade
in wild animal meat. We have now seen the cost
of these things and must address their causes.
Though small, too, the coronavirus showed the
limitations of human power, ingenuity, weaponry
and technology. It shut down nations, upset
economies and has the cleverest scientists
struggling to catch up. We have now seen that
our economies and cultures are dependent on a
network of relationships that reach to the smallest organisms. They need to be respected.
The response to the pandemic has shown the
shallowness of received wisdom about human
flourishing. The idea that this is achieved by the
competitive zeal of individuals in search of profit, and is demonstrated by economic growth, is
now discredited. The response recognized that
people needed to sacrifice their individual goods
in order for the whole community, including
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World Mother Earth Day as a time to reflect - Continued
themselves, to flourish.
Although social distancing cost jobs, income
and created anxiety it was accepted because
the good of individuals was subordinated to the
common good. The alien nature of such shibboleths as achieving budgetary surpluses, paring
government spending and refusing government
support to struggling businesses was exposed.
Economics served human flourishing, was not
identical with it.
The fact that emissions have fallen sharply during this period of social distancing has shown
both how possible it is to attend to the cry of
mother earth and how costly it will be to refuse
to do so. It invites us to deploy the same energy
and solidarity to protect our environment as we
have in this emergency.
The response showed also that between state
and individuals lie communities, large and
small, on whose benevolence and altruism a
nation relies. Doctors, nurses and other health
workers who were prepared to risk their own

lives to attend to the sick have rightly been celebrated. So should be other groups that have
given themselves to make social distancing
bearable.
The pandemic has created possibilities. It also
leaves the risk that as a world we may attend to
the cry of the poor. It has already been seen in
the failure to care for refugees, prisoners, the
homeless and the long term and visiting unemployed. If they are left to take their chances they
will be a natural seedbed for a return of the
coronavirus.
This year Mother Earth invites us to consider one of the smallest of her creatures. It also invites us to imagine a world in which our
human relationships with our environment
are just and the cries of the poor and the
earth turn to laughter.
Andrew Hamilton is consulting editor of Eureka Street.
We acknowledge Andrew Hamilton and Eureka Street and
thank them for their permission to republish this article .
https://www.eurekastreet.com.au/

Pope Francis on Motherhood
To be a mother is a great treasure. Mothers, in their unconditional and sacrificial love for their children, are the antidote to individualism; they are the greatest enemies against war.
The perfect family doesn't exist, nor is there a perfect husband or a perfect wife, and let's not talk
about the perfect mother-in-law! It's just us sinners. A healthy family life requires frequent use of
three phrases: "May I? Thank you, and I'm sorry" and "never, never, never end the day without
making peace.“
Mothers, Children, War
At stake are the lives of many children who will be discriminated against in advance, and deprived
of their human development given by a father and a mother and willed by God. At stake is the total
rejection of God’s law engraved in our hearts.
In our ecclesiastical region there are priests who don't baptize the children of single mothers because they weren't conceived in the sanctity of marriage. These are today's hypocrites. Those who
clericalise the church. Those who separate the people of God from salvation.
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People have been asking about Plagues - Journal of the Plague Year
Publisher's Summary
First published in March 1722, 57 years after
the event that struck more than 100,000 people,
Journal of the Plague Year is a compelling portrait of life during London's horrific bubonic
plague. Through the eyes of H.F. (speculated to
be Defoe's uncle, Henry Foe, from whose journals the book was supposedly adapted) we witness great grief, depravity and despair: crazed
sufferers roam the streets, unearthly screams
resound across the city, death carts dump their
grisly loads into mass graves, and quackery and
skulduggery feed on fear. But there is kindness
and courage too, as mutual support and caring
are upheld through the worst of days.
Defoe's Journal is considered one of the most
accurate accounts of the plague, and includes
many contemporary theories about the disease,
along with rolls of the dead and a literary mapping of London, street by street, parish by parish. It is a fascinating and intimate account from
one of the earliest proponents of the novel.
The novel as journalism
A Journal of the Plague Year isn't a novel in any
conventional sense; it's a collection of statistics
and anecdotes made by someone who identifies himself as a merchant, and who stayed behind when others fled. Defoe may have based it
on a relative’s actual journal. The anecdotes are
interesting, the statistics less so. What I found
compelling about the book, even more than the
facts it related, was the narrator's journalistic
efforts to separate truth from falsehood by interviewing people and reviewing official documents. (The latter effort was frustrated by the
Great Fire of London that swept through the following year and destroyed many of the city records.)
One aspect of the plague is dealt with at length.
With the richest people fleeing for the country
and with commerce at a standstill, hordes of the
THE
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working poor lost their positions. Only an extensive effort at gathering and distributing charity
saved these people from starvation. Otherwise
the authorities would never have been able to
keep the peace: the thousands of deserted
houses would have been attacked by desperate
mobs looking for plunder. As it was, masses of
the poor fled the city and camped out in fields
near a village, until they were chased down the
road to a new one.
At one point as many as seven thousand people
a week were dying of the plague - 50,000 dead
in the space of two months. In another twoweek period, 30,000 died. Funerals were impossible. Bodies were gathered by dead carts that
made their rounds at night; the bodies were
dumped into common pits. One drunken piper
was picked up alive and thrown into the dead
cart. At the last minute, about to be dumped into
the pit, he came to and insisted he wasn't dead,
and fortunately for him, he was believed.
Adding to the terror was the absence of any understanding of how the plague spread. It was
known that being near someone who was infected made it more likely that you would get it.
But no one knew the actual mechanism. A huge
effort was made to rid the city of all dogs, cats,
mice, and rats, but it appears that no one suspected the real culprit: fleas. (One theory was
that the stench of death itself could spread the
disease, so one defence was to carry around a
pouncet box.) Churches closed down; if one
person in a house caught the plague, the whole
family was boarded up in the house and left to
die. The streets were eerily quiet. An abandoned purse was left untouched until someone
had the bright idea of igniting the purse with
gunpowder and letting the coins it contained
drop into a pail of water.
Ultimately the plague just burned itself out. No
one knew why and most were left with only one
explanation: God’s judgement had sent the
plague, and God’s mercy ended it.
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Quotes from ― Albert Camus, The Plague
“I have no idea what's awaiting me, or what will happen when this all ends. For the moment I know this:
there are sick people and they need curing.”
― Albert Camus, The Plague

questions relating to the nature of destiny, and the
human condition. The characters in the book, ranging from doctors to vacationers to fugitives, all help
to show the effects the plague has on a populace.

“I know that man is capable of great deeds. But if he
isn't capable of great emotion, well, he leaves me
cold.”
― Albert Camus, The Plague

The novel is believed to be based on the cholera
epidemic that killed a large percentage of Oran's
population in 1849, following French colonization, but
the novel is placed in the 1940s. Oran and its environs were struck by disease multiple times before
Camus published this novel. According to a research
report by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Oran was decimated by the plague in 1556
and 1678, but all later outbreaks, in 1921 (185 cases), 1931 (76 cases), and 1944 (95 cases), were
very far from the scale of the epidemic described in
the novel.

“Nothing in the world is worth turning one's back on
what one loves.”
― Albert Camus, The Plague
“There are more things to admire in men then to
despise.”
― Albert Camus, The Plague
“All I maintain is that on this earth there are pestilences and there are victims, and it's up to us, so far
as possible, not to join forces with the pestilences.”
― Albert Camus, The Plague
“how hard it must be to live only with what one
knows and what one remembers, cut off from what
one hopes for!”
― Albert Camus, The Plague
“There have been as many plagues as wars in history; yet always plagues and wars take people equally
by surprise.”
― Albert Camus, The Plague

The Plague, is a novel by Albert Camus, published in
1947, that tells the story of a plague sweeping the
French Algerian city of Oran. It asks a number of

The Plague is considered an existentialist classic,
despite Camus' objection to the label. The narrative
tone is similar to Kafka's, especially in The Trial,
whose individual sentences potentially have multiple
meanings, the material often pointedly resonating as
stark allegory of phenomenal consciousness, and
the human condition.
Camus included a dim-witted character misreading
The Trial as a mystery novel, as an oblique homage.
The novel has been read as a metaphorical treatment of the French resistance to Nazi occupation
during World War II. Additionally, he further illustrates the human reaction towards the absurd. The
Plague represents how the world deals with the philosophical notion of the absurd, a theory that Camus
himself helped to define.

Why we have the Spirit Extra
The Spirit Extra is produced to assist in keeping you in touch with your parish community during this
time. The content is presented for your interest and hopefully enjoyment and does not necessarily
reflect the views of the editor, our parish priest or the parish community.
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Latest News on the Parish Website
Some information from Mary Ryan

2.

Scroll down the left pane for News then
select Spirit Magazine. (On a larger
screen simply click News on the menu bar
across the top)

3.

Click on the issue you wish to read /
download

A short v/clip to inspire and lead into the next
significant chapter of the Holy Spirit Parish story: https://youtu.be/jjwpneiIsfA
Some of you have had difficulty sending the
Spirit Extra to other s and have not been able to
find on our Website. Here are the direct links Parish website:
http://www.cam.org.au/ringwoodnorth
The Word:
http://www.cam.org.au/holyspirit/The-WordNewsletter
Spirit Magazine:
http://www.cam.org.au/holyspirit/The-SpiritMagazine
Spirit Extra:
http://www.cam.org.au/ringwoodnorth/SpiritExtra
Here is how to find Spirit Extra on the website:
1.

Go to Holy Spirit Parish website:
http://www.cam.org.au/ringwoodnorth and
click on the Yellow circle in the top left to
access the Menu. If using larger screen
the menu is listed across the top.
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Things to see, do and learn at home
The City of Whitehorse has a sister city relationship with Matsudo, a Japanese city on the
outskirts of Tokyo. This relationship has been
going for 49 years and even in isolation, this
relationship will still be celebrated. There are
lots of exciting things planned on our Facebook
page and website from Thursday 7 May to
Wednesday 20 May. Join us for free online
painting tutorials with Japanese Sumie Ink artist
Junko Azukawa. Junko will show you how to
use sumi-e ink to make beautiful paintings and
calligraphy.
These four video tutorials will teach you to how
to paint bamboo, a koi fish, a cherry blossom
and beautiful calligraphy.
The videos will be uploaded on
our Facebook page over the next two weeks.
Follow us here so you don't miss them! Keep an
eye out for them on our website too:
https://www.bhcac.com.au/
TIX Online Streaming
Just Google and check the website for
LIVESTREAM EVENTS -

talking to artists, curators, programmers and
thinkers (and enjoying the occasional cameos
by pets/toddlers/semi-naked housemates) and
we're just about set to go all digital on you.
In this e-News you’ll find a banquet of online
treats to relish, as we share learnings from our
Refuge program and support the artistic community through Makeshift. Whether you're an
artist or an audience member or something in
between, you'll find plenty to enjoy. Stop holding
your breath. We're in this together.
PLUS in case you missed it, on Friday we announced a new call-out: the Housewarming
Commissions. Take a look, this opportunity
closes May 25.
https://artshouse.com.au/
Your laugh of the day.
Her expression (or lack of) is so funny. They
have to have incredible strength to do this. The
highlight of the traditional circus acts is Die
Maiers, a German duo of clowns.
Theo Sabine Maier, dressed in a fussy maid’s
outfit with an inextricable small purse, does one
of the best deadpan acts since Buster Keaton,
and she’s joined by her geeky-looking husband
Joachim Mohr to perform the funniest and most
surprising trapeze act within memory



Gruesome playground Injuries



Comedy – Australia says Welcome



Here’s to the ladies Mothers Day Concert



Metallica Mondays

LA Stage Times



Kate Cerbrano & Friends perform every
Friday

http://vimeo.com/30014163



And, much more

From Nova Cinema 0 A YouTube Global Film
Fest
Some good news in the wake of cancellations
left, right and centre: We Are One is bringing
some of the biggest festivals in the world to your
screen. Tribeca, Cannes, Berlin and Sundance
(among others) will offer curated content on
their designated YouTube channel from May 29
to June 7. More info here:
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2020/apr/27/w
orlds-biggest-film-festivals-unite-for-10-daystreaming-event
ARTS HOUSE – Makeshift and refuge go digital
How are things there? Like everyone, Arts
House has been housebound lately, but that
doesn't mean we've been quiet. We've been

Eastern Regional Library: Have You Heard?
Your reservations can now be posted to your
home!
'Click for Home Delivery' is a new service that
we’re offering to you, our wonderful members,
in support of social isolation directives.
Place holds on all your favourite items in the
catalogue and get in contact with your library to
arrange a delivery once they come in.
Feel like mixing it up a little? Ask our staff to
make a selection for you, whether that’s magazines, books, DVDs or games!
Get in touch with your Eastern Regional library
to arrange a delivery:
Call us Mon-Fri (9am-5pm) on 1300 737 277 or
call your local branch.
Contact us via our feedback form.
Our return chutes remain open 24/ 7.
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Richard Rohr's Daily Meditation
From the Centre for Action and Contemplation, Action and Community - Monday, May 4
2020
I truly believe that the Gospel calls the whole
world to gather into small communities of basic
shared values. But community is an art form,
and there are obviously many possible ways of
coming together, even as much of the world
shelters in place. Who would have thought that
creating physical distance from others would be
an authentic way to care for our neighbours,
especially the most vulnerable? Here at the
Centre, our staff members join together daily to
share online contemplative prayer. Many of
them are creating some form of contemplative
space in their own homes—often in the midst of
children and household jobs. Then there are the
generous individuals building networks of support for people who need help by cooking and
delivering meals for hospital staff and essential
workers, offering free mental health and spiritual
direction services, volunteering for food pantries, and more.
Over the years, I have met many people who
live in monasteries but who don’t have actual
capacity for community life; they’re too imprisoned in themselves. And, at the same time, I
know religious sisters who live alone in apartments but are totally community-oriented,
bound up and interconnected with the lives of
many people. The secret to community lies in
the way we let other people get through to us
and the way we move out of ourselves. This is,
of course, the mystery of spirituality, of vulnerability, and powerlessness. When a person on a
serious inner journey to their own vulnerability is
also in immediate contact with the vulnerable of
the world, then some form of community will almost always result.
Without an interior life and a love of justice,
most communities just serve themselves. We
who live in the United States have to look out
for this in particular. We’re rather narcissistic as
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individuals and as a society, always looking out
for “Number One,” whether it’s our self, our
child, our church, our race, or our political party.
But that is clearly not the kind of community Jesus created! He was always moving beyond the
boundaries of his own kinship circles.
When we named the “Centre for Action and
Contemplation,” we deliberately put action first.
We learn and are healed by committing ourselves to others, especially those at the margins. At one time this type of service was mostly
an act of faith, but now we have evidence to
back it up: serving others is a healing balm to
our own souls. [1] Faith and science support
each other on this, as does Step 12 of Alcoholics Anonymous. [2] We do not fully have it until
we hand it on to others.
Gateway to Action & Contemplation: What word
or phrase resonates with or challenges me?
What sensations do I notice in my body? What
is mine to do?
Prayer for Our Community: O Great Love, thank
you for living and loving in us and through us.
May all that we do flow from our deep connection with you and all beings. Help us become a
community that vulnerably shares each other’s
burdens and the weight of glory. Listen to our
hearts’ longings for the healing of our world.
[Please add your own intentions.] . . . Knowing
you are hearing us better than we are speaking,
we offer these prayers in all the holy names of
God, amen.
Listen to Fr. Richard read the prayer.
Story from Our Community: I wonder what we
will be like after this pandemic? But I really don't
want to get “back to normal.” I hope that in facing my fear and anger and learning the new
rules of social behaviours, there will arise within
me a more willing spirit to [embrace] “us” rather
than “me.” - E. Eachus
Sign up to receive daily, weekly or monthly
meditations. Meditations@cac.org
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Pope asks us to add these 2 prayers to end of Rosary in month of May
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
The month of May is approaching, a time when
the People of God express with particular intensity their love and devotion for the Blessed Virgin Mary. It is traditional in this month to pray
the Rosary at home within the family. The restrictions of the pandemic have made us come
to appreciate all the more this “family” aspect,
also from a spiritual point of view.
For this reason, I want to encourage everyone
to rediscover the beauty of praying the Rosary
at home in the month of May. This can be done
either as a group or individually; you can decide
according to your own situations, making the
most of both opportunities. The key to doing this
is always simplicity, and it is easy also on the
internet to find good models of prayers to follow.
I am also providing two prayers to Our Lady that
you can recite at the end of the Rosary, and that
I myself will pray in the month of May, in spiritual union with all of you. I include them with this
letter so that they are available to everyone.
Dear brothers and sisters, contemplating the
face of Christ with the heart of Mary our Mother
will make us even more united as a spiritual
family and will help us overcome this time of
trial. I keep all of you in my prayers, especially
those suffering most greatly, and I ask you,
please, to pray for me. I thank you, and with
great affection I send you my blessing.
Pope Francis.
First Prayer
O Mary,
You shine continuously on our journey
as a sign of salvation and hope.
We entrust ourselves to you, Health of the Sick,
who, at the foot of the cross,
were united with Jesus’ suffering,
and persevered in your faith.
“Protectress of the Roman people”,
you know our needs,
and we know that you will provide,

so that, as at Cana in Galilee,
joy and celebration may return
after this time of trial.
Help us, Mother of Divine Love,
to conform ourselves to the will of the Father
and to do what Jesus tells us.
For he took upon himself our suffering,
and burdened himself with our sorrows
to bring us, through the cross,
to the joy of the Resurrection.
Amen.
We fly to your protection,
O Holy Mother of God;
Do not despise our petitions
in our necessities,
but deliver us always
from every danger,
O Glorious and Blessed Virgin.
Second Prayer
“We fly to your protection, O Holy Mother of
God”.
In the present tragic situation, when the whole
world is prey to suffering and anxiety, we fly to
you, Mother of God and our Mother, and seek
refuge under your protection.
Virgin Mary, turn your merciful eyes towards us
amid this coronavirus pandemic. Comfort those
who are distraught and mourn their loved ones
who have died, and at times are buried in a way
that grieves them deeply. Be close to those who
are concerned for their loved ones who are sick
and who, in order to prevent the spread of the
disease, cannot be close to them. Fill with hope
those who are troubled by the uncertainty of the
future and the consequences for the economy
and employment.
Mother of God and our Mother, pray for us to
God, the Father of mercies, that this great suffering may end and that hope and peace may
dawn anew. Plead with your divine Son, as you
did at Cana, so that the families of the sick and
the victims be comforted, and their hearts be
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Pope asks us to add these 2 prayers to end of Rosary in month of May
- Continued
opened to confidence and trust.
Protect those doctors, nurses, health workers and volunteers who are on the frontline of this emergency, and are risking their lives to save others. Support their heroic effort and grant them strength,
generosity and continued health.
Be close to those who assist the sick night and day, and to priests who, in their pastoral concern and
fidelity to the Gospel, are trying to help and support everyone.
Blessed Virgin, illumine the minds of men and women engaged in scientific research, that they may
find effective solutions to overcome this virus.
Support national leaders, that with wisdom, solicitude and generosity they may come to the aid of
those lacking the basic necessities of life and may devise social and economic solutions inspired by
farsightedness and solidarity.
Mary Most Holy, stir our consciences, so that the enormous funds invested in developing and stockpiling arms will instead be spent on promoting effective research on how to prevent similar tragedies
from occurring in the future.
Beloved Mother, help us realize that we are all members of one great family and to recognize the
bond that unites us, so that, in a spirit of fraternity and solidarity, we can help to alleviate countless
situations of poverty and need. Make us strong in faith, persevering in service, constant in prayer.
Mary, Consolation of the afflicted, embrace all your children in distress and pray that God will stretch
out his all-powerful hand and free us from this terrible pandemic, so that life can serenely resume its
normal course.
To you, who shine on our journey as a sign of salvation and hope, do we entrust ourselves, O Clement, O Loving, O Sweet Virgin Mary. Amen.

Home Schooling - Alternate approaches
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